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How to clear dms on discord

Photo: Postmodern Studio (Shutterstock)If you—or your teenager—are into gaming, you’ve likely at least heard of Discord, even if you haven’t used it yourself. It’s one more way for teenagers to connect with their friends and chat about gaming or other topics via private or public servers, individual
messages, or group chats. But, as with any social network like this, there is also the potential for them to be exposed to mature themes, abusive language, cyber bullying, and other inappropriate content.What is Discord?Before we talk about how to best safeguard your teenager against straight-up
predators and garden-variety assholes, let’s start with some basics. Discord is a free voice, video, and text chat app geared toward people ages 13 and older to “hang out” and converse with their friends. It’s largely used by gamers as a way to chat in real time while playing video games together, but it
can be used to talk about virtually any topic. Here’s how Discord describes itself:People use Discord daily to talk about many things, ranging from art projects and family trips to homework and mental health support. It’s a home for communities of any size, but it’s most widely used by small and active
groups of people who talk regularly.The vast majority of servers are private, invite-only spaces for groups of friends and communities to stay in touch and spend time together. There are also larger, more open communities, generally centered around specific topics such as popular games like Minecraft
and Fortnite. All conversations are opt-in, so people have total control over who they interact with and what their experience on Discord is. The “servers” are basically spaces where people can gather to chat. There are large public servers, but any user can also create their own free, private server and
invite their friends to join. Within each server, there may be a variety of voice and text channels for different topics and with different rules to follow. A server dedicated to offering help with homework, for example, may have a “general chat” channel, as well as channels for each subject matter.First, our
kids decided it was exciting to watch other kids “unbox” new toys or other items. Now,…Read morePrivacy and safety featuresDiscord does not have strict parental control features; your teenager will be able to view and change their own account settings simply by going to User Settings > Privacy &
Safety. However, under that section, you do have a few options related to content filters and how other users can interact with them. The first thing you should do is go to User Settings > Privacy & Safety and then select “Keep me safe” at the top, which Discord says will “automatically scan and delete
direct messages you receive that contain explicit media content.” Other options are “My friends are nice,” which means messages sent from approved friends would not be scanned, and “Do not scan,” which you definitely do not want. Screenshot: Meghan Moravcik Walbert / DiscordBeyond that, there are
a few options related to who can request to add a user as a friend, who can send them direct messages, and who can join them in a game. The default settings allow for the most contact with the widest range of people, so you’ll probably want to lock that down at least somewhat so that not everyone can
add them as a friend, and to restrict who can send them private messages. By default, whenever a user joins a server with someone else, they can send them direct messages, but you can restrict it so that DMs can only come from people on your teen’s friends list. That’s especially important if they join
the larger public servers.Like most social networks, you can also block or mute users who troll or begin to become a nuisance. Right-clicking their profile name will give you a menu of options, including blocking them. Discord also includes a form for parents to report users and problems on behalf of their
teen, without the parents needing a Discord account themselves. Discord also says that “adult content must be posted in a channel marked ‘Not Safe for Work’ (NSFW), which cannot be accessed by users under 18.” But as Common Sense Media points out:Because it’s all user-generated, there’s plenty
of inappropriate content, like swearing and graphic language and images (though it’s entirely possible to belong to a group that forbids these). Discord also has “NSFW” channels and servers that require users to be 18 or older to join (but it’s easy to click through the verification).And it’s probably
unsurprising that Discord is known for having its darker side, as the Wall Street Journal reports:Jack Friedman, a 13-year-old from Long Island, N.Y., goes on Discord every day to talk to friends while playing “Fortnite” or “Minecraft.” Jack has been both a target and a bully. One time, players who had
joined Jack’s server killed his “Minecraft” character and stole all of his items. In retaliation, he and his friends trash-talked the interlopers and then banned them.“I’ll be in these servers where people change their names to ‘ISIS’ and make 9/11 jokes,” he said, adding that 9/11 memes are popular. “I was in
this one server and a German guy joined and people were making Holocaust jokes. He got angry and left.”Ultimately, Common Sense Media does recommend the app for ages 13 and older, particularly if teenagers are using it in the safest way possible (by only accepting friend requests and participating
in private servers with people they already know).I was recently introduced to Yubo, which is advertised as the “make new friends” app for teenagers, Read moreTalk through all of this with your teenagerAs I mentioned, there are no parental controls on Discord that allow you to implement and lock down
any of these restrictions. Your teenager can immediately open everything back up the second you turn your back and enter public servers, if they wanted. So if you do allow them to use the app, it’s important to talk to your teenager about online safety, privacy, cyber bullying, and how these settings help
to keep them safe and comfortable. Reiterate that they should only accept friend requests from people they know and trust, and they should block anyone who bothers them. And finally, don’t let them use the app if they’re younger than age 13—and make sure they enter their real birthday when creating
their profile. Like most other services, both Slack and Discord can be used for many purposes, but they are made with specific markets in mind. Slack’s target audience is in the business sector, and its feature set makes that obvious by offering improved text communications, better thread control, higher
file sharing capacities, and more. Not to mention the price, as the bill can get hefty with Slack, especially when signing up larger teams.Meanwhile, Discord is made for gaming. This is why it has a bigger focus on voice communications, video chatting, push-to-talk, and more. The free plan is much less
limited than Slack’s, which makes sense considering the software isn’t targeting profitable businesses and companies. Related: The best gaming laptops money can buy Free feature comparisonEdgar Cervantes / Android AuthoritySlack’s business model is made to be more limiting to those using a free
account. While you can live with Slack’s free account limitations, you will find a Discord basic account is far less restricting. Discord's free plan is far less restricting than Slack's. For starters, the Discord free plan allows for video conferences with up to 50 participants through their Go Live feature. Other
free Discord features include screen sharing, unlimited storage, voice-only channels, and push-to-talk conversations. The only serious downside to the free Discord plan is that you are limited to 8MB uploads, but many can live with that, or use other services for transferring larger files. Also: Top 10 tips for
remote work – Stay productive while working from home Slack’s free plan only allows one-on-one video calls, no screen sharing, and limits your message history to the most recent 10,000 messages. And while Slack offers a great 1GB file upload limit, you can’t go crazy with it. The free plan caps your
storage at 5GB, so your files will need to go away for new ones to be added. One great thing Slack offers is message threads, which makes organizing conversations much easier. Premium feature comparisonSlack’s true power will start showing once you start paying. Slack’s premium features include
unlimited message history, unlimited integration with other apps, up to 1TB of storage (cheapest plan offers 10GB), collaboration with other organizations or people, and 24/7 support. In addition, screen sharing is enabled and video call limits are raised to 15 participants. Discord offers a couple paid plans:
Nitro and Nitro Classic. Those who get the Nitro plan can upload files up to 100MB in size, enjoy improved video quality, and the ability to boost servers (chat rooms) so more people will get access to them. Nitro Classic offers the same features, save for Server Boost. Related: The best messaging and
chat apps you can download As you can see, Discord’s paid features are much less essential than Slack’s. The only real improvements are in file size upload limits and screen sharing quality. Both of which many casual users can live without. Slack vs Discord: PricingEdgar Cervantes / Android
AuthorityDifferences start getting real once you get your wallet involved. Even if you decide to go with Discord’s paid plan, Nitro costs only $9.99 a month ($99.99 a year). Slack’s cheapest paid plan costs $8 a month per user. You can make that price a little cheaper ($6.67 per month) when paying for a
user’s full year, but that’s still a good amount of cash. Especially when you have to pay for, say 100 people. Then the Standard paid plan might not be enough for your needs, which means paying even more.Slack vs Discord: Which best suits your needs?Discord’s free features are not as limiting when
considering everything the service has to offer. The most technical reasons for paying are HD screen sharing video quality and higher file upload limits. Otherwise, Discord’s free service is nearly as good as its premium offerings. Next: 5 best video conferencing apps Looking at the overall pros, Discord
has unlimited message history and storage limit for free. Not to mention voice channels and push-to-talk, which could be great for more vocal teams. But going with Discord will mean limiting yourself to only nine service integrations (for social media, games, and other services), video calls with eight
participants, 8MB uploads (100MB at most, when paying), and having no conversation threads. Slack is better if you are willing to pay, but Discord is the better free option. These are downsides you can can fix by paying the most affordable Slack paid plan. Slack can ensure 1GB uploads, threads, up to
15-participant video calls, unlimited integrations, and screen sharing. The only real issue is you still have to deal file storage caps. Paying for more storage is an option, but it will never be unlimited. All things considered, Slack is the better of the two if you are willing to pay for the added functionality.
Discord can offer basic functionality for free. The real deciding factor is whether your team can live with Discord or not. If Discord’s features are not enough, then you must cash out with Slack. Here are more app comparisons! Zoom vs Google Meet Hangouts vs Skype Zoom vs GoToMeeting Zoom vs
Facetime Google Duo vs the competition Zoom vs Google Hangouts Over the last five or so years, Discord has consistently shown that it is the instant messaging platform for not only gamers, but anyone looking to message, video chat, or stream with friends online. Among the reasons why: Discord bots.
Bots can help you do everything from automate mundane tasks to start playing music across your server, and in this tutorial, we’re going to show you how to make a Discord bot. Although automation is the main reason to use a Discord bot, you can really program one to do anything (anything that you can
cram in some JavaScript code, at least). You don’t need any programming knowledge to get started, either. Our guide will get you started making your own Discord bots, even if you’ve never touched a line of code before. Step 1: Download Node.js and set up a Discord account Node.js is a JavaScript
runtime that’s free and open source, and you’ll need it to actually make your bot work. Download it at nodejs.org and install it before you get started on anything else. Obviously, you’ll also need a Discord account, and your own server to use to test your bot. If you haven’t created one yet, go to
Discord.com and create one. If you do have one, log in to your account and open up the server in which you want your bot to live. You’ll also need a text editor program, like Notepad++ on Windows, to code with. Step 2: Create your bot Now you’ll need to create an “application” on Discord to make your
bot work. This takes a little doing, but it’s not too complex. The goal here is to get an “authorization token” for the bot so that Discord recognizes your code and adds it to the bot on its servers. First, head to discordapp.com/developers/applications/me. Your account should be logged in, so you’ll go straight
to your account’s list of applications. Hit New Application to get started. Give the bot a name, then hit the button marked Save Changes. Now, on the right-hand menu, click Bot. Once in the new menu, click Add Bot under the Build-a-Bot option. If you only have one application — the one we just made — it
should appear automatically. Otherwise, select it. Step 3: Get your bot’s authorization token In the box marked App Bot User, look for the words Token: Click to Reveal. Click that link and you’ll reveal a string of text. That’s your bot’s authorization token, which allows you to send it code. Don’t share it with
anyone — that token allows whoever has it to create code for the bot, which means whoever has it can control your bot. If you think the token has been compromised, the good news is that you can easily generate a new one with the Generate a New Token button. Mark down your token. You’ll need it in
just a second. Step 4: Send your bot to your server Now scroll up to the box marked App Details and find your Client ID, a long number. Copy the number and add it to this URL, in the place of word CLIENTID. The final URL should look like this, but with your client ID number in it instead of this fake one:
Copy the URL with your client ID number in it into your browser. That’ll take you to a website where you can tell Discord where to send your bot. You’ll know it worked if you open Discord in an app or your browser and navigate to your server. The channel will say a bot has joined the room, and you’ll see it
on the right side menu under the list of online members. Step 5: Create a ‘Bot’ folder on your computer While you’re doing that, you can also take a moment to create a folder in an easy-to-reach place on your computer where you can store all your bot’s files. Call it something simple, like “DiscordBot” or
“MyBot,” so you know exactly what it is. Step 6: Open your text editor and make your bot’s files You’re going to create three files for your bot from your text editor. In the first, paste this code: { “token”: “Your Bot Token” } Replace “Your Bot Token” with the token you generated earlier on your bot’s
application page. Make sure the token is inside the quotation marks. Then save the file into the Discord bot folder you made on your desktop, using the filename “auth.json.” Remember not to save it as a .txt file — it won’t work if it’s .txt instead of .json. Make a new file, and put in this code: { “name”:
“greeter-bot”, “version”: “1.0.0”, “description”: “My First Discord Bot”, “main”: “bot.js”, “author”: “Your Name”, “dependencies”: {} } Replace the author name with your name if you want; you can also change the description to something else if you want something more in line with what you’re making, which
will be handy for remembering what your bot is supposed to do. Save this file as “package.json” in your Discord bot folder. Step 7: Define your bot’s code There’s one more text file to make, and this is the important one that controls your bot’s behavior. You’ll want to be familiar with JavaScript to really
have full control of your bot and know what you’re doing, but if you’re new to coding and just want to make something, you can copy and paste this code into the file to make a simple bot that will greet you in your server. (Thanks to Medium user Renemari Padillo, whose bot tutorial helped us create this
one. Check out his tutorial for code troubleshooting and other advice.) var Discord = require('discord.io'); var logger = require('winston'); var auth = require('./auth.json'); // Configure logger settings logger.remove(logger.transports.Console); logger.add(new logger.transports.Console, { colorize: true });
logger.level = 'debug'; // Initialize Discord Bot var bot = new Discord.Client({ token: auth.token, autorun: true }); bot.on('ready', function (evt) { logger.info('Connected'); logger.info('Logged in as: '); logger.info(bot.username + ' - (' + bot.id + ')'); }); bot.on('message', function (user, userID, channelID,
message, evt) { // Our bot needs to know if it will execute a command // It will listen for messages that will start with `!` if (message.substring(0, 1) == '!') { var args = message.substring(1).split(' '); var cmd = args[0]; args = args.splice(1); switch(cmd) { // !ping case 'ping': bot.sendMessage({ to: channelID,
message: 'Pong!' }); break; // Just add any case commands if you want to.. } } }); This code sets up a Discord bot that will respond to certain messages: Specifically, anything that starts with a “!” character. In particular, we’re programming the bot to respond to the command “!intro”, so if anyone types that
in your server while the bot is in it, the bot will respond with a programmed message. In our code, we defined the message as “Greetings! Welcome to the server!” You can change both the prompt message and the response message by redefining them in the code above. Just make sure to maintain the
single quotation marks around the messages. Save this last text file as “bot.js” in your Discord bot folder. Step 8: Open your computer’s “Command Prompt” and navigate to your Discord bot folder On a Windows PC, you can easily get to the Command Prompt by clicking the Windows icon and typing
Command Prompt in the field. Once it’s open, type “cd” followed by the file path to your folder. On our test computer, the command looks like this: “c:UsersPhil’s DesktopDesktopDiscordBot.” That should change the command prompt line to include the file path to your folder. Alternatively, you can navigate
to your folder in Windows and hold Shift while right-clicking on a blank area of the folder, and choosing Open Command Prompt. Step 9: Use the Command Prompt to install your bot’s dependencies Now it’s time to make use of Node.js. In the Command Prompt, with your Discord bot folder in the file path
line, type “npm install discord.io winston –save.” This will automatically install files you need to for your Discord bot into the folder directly. Also use the following command line prompt to install additional dependencies: npm install That should provide you with all the files you need. Step 10: Run the bot
Now you’re ready to go. To try running your bot, type “node bot.js” in the Command Prompt (make sure you’re still navigated to your Discord bot folder). To test your bot’s functionality, get back on your Discord server and try typing in “!intro,” or “!” followed by the prompt message you created in your
“bot.js” file. If you coded your bot correctly, sending this command will cause your bot to reply to you with your set message. Congratulations, you are the proud creator of a Discord bot. Step 11: Figure out if your bot has been made by someone else The great thing about Discord is the community of
shared interest and skill. Users on Discord are always making new tools to improve the service, including bots. Some creators will upload their bots to public databases and allow others to download the bots and use them for their servers. The bots listed in databases can have a variety of functions coded
into them, so you’ll likely be able to find what you need. Before making your bot, do a little exploring on Discord to see if someone else has already made just the bot you need.  You can search Google for databases, as well as specific Discord bots. You can also try looking at Top.gg (formerly
Discordbots) or Bots.ondiscord.xyz. Editors' Recommendations
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